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General impression

I think my stay here was worthwhile. I have enjoyed the country as a whole and Lu-

Please describe your stay in 4-5

zern as a City. It was a good experience as it was different from my home country

sentences

and from Turkey were I study. It was just a bit expensive for me especially as entirely

√ Bachelor

 Master
bissong2005@gmail.com

through my studies I could not work. The city is small so it makes it easily accessible.
I was close to school close to everything I need.
Entry/ arrival in Switzerland

It took a very long process for me to get my visa to come here. It was actually very

Immigration formalities, visa

difficult but on arrival at Zurich I had no problems. My permit too was issue on time
and a bit earlier than expected day

Searching for rooms/ accommo-

Before coming here I had a problem with accommodation. I had to pay a hotel for the

dation

first few days when I arrived before getting an accommodation. The apartment I found

Experiences and useful addresses

was comfortable but just a bit expensive

Public transportation

The public transportation is excellent. The buses are clean and not always crowded. It

Train, bus, accessibility of university

was very strange to me because here when you get into a bus you will have a seat. In

buildings

Turkey you stand till your destination. Transportation was Ok for me and the cost of
transport too was Ok because I had the monthly subscription and with that I could go
everywhere in the City. The trains are excellent. Overall the transportation was Ok

Prearrangements

I had a problem here because I had to change my learning agreement entirely. I was

Registration for courses, language

mal informed about courses so selected them wrongly. Glad with the help of the

tests, academic records

mobility office and my departments I sorted out

Information on university

The University is very very small. It is just a single block of my home University

Location, size, infrastructure
German course at the university

I didn’t do any German Courses . I was late for the pre German course organized by

„German Short Course“ visited?

the University

Content of course, usage
Studying at the university

Studying here was Ok. I enjoyed my teachers. They try all things possible to make

Content of lectures, credits,

sure you get info and learn. They are better teachers here than my parent University.

assessments

My studies and classes were well planned and my timetable was comfortable

Assistance at the university

The mobility office ,my department and all my teachers were always very willing to

Student advisors, Mobility Office,

help me. Any questions I asked they provided me answers. I think that is the general

mentors, contact with other students

Swiss way. Everyone will help you out if he or she can do so. Assistance here was
Awesome

Budgeting

The grant given to me was small. Life is expensive here and I think Grants for stu-

Living costs, study material,

dents coming for exchange e in Switzerland such be increased. I had all study mate-

money transfer

rial because the University makes it cheaper for students.

Living/ leisure

I had no time for leisure. I didn’t make too many friends here because I preferred

Meeting places, sports, culture

staying at home all day. But then there are many places for leisure here

Comparison

The teacher here is better off than teachers of my home university. Here teacher

What is better/ worse at the Univer-

speak fluent English and you are able to follow lectures well. In my University just a

sity of Lucerne as compared to your

few teachers from my department can speak in fluent English. The University of

home university?

Luzern is very small and has very departments. My home university is bigger and so
many department

Reasons

I came here for Mobility because I wanted have an experience of studying out of my

For what reasons are you aiming for

University. I am glad I had that chance. It has really given me enough ideas on cultur-

a mobility period at the University of

al difference which places a vital role in my career

Lucerne?
Duration

√ to short

 to long

 precisely

If you look back, was the duration of
your stay for mobility
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